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Basketball is becoming very competitive; just as quite a few other sports nowadays, but probably more so 
than most of them. Increasing public interest and involvement is pushing the stakes higher and higher all 
the time. And basketball organisations – national federations, leagues, clubs, etc. - are growing in capacity. 
There is a lot of excitement going on around the expectations of the community towards their favorite 
players and teams being successful. Social and cultural motives are affected. Fairness, hard work, correct 
ethics appear among a significant number of rising concepts. Young children dream of the basketball 
stars they love and make them their idols very quickly. Public interest and media involvement become two 
important factors of further development mutually pushing each other.

The business side of basketball is also important. Investors are growing in number and in volume. We are 
facing an extensive industry which provides a lot of opportunities around the game itself which is played on 
the court, but also fierce profit wars off the court which are ignited by the availability of attractive revenues. 
It is also needless to say that operations extend themselves beynd continents along a global scale since the 
economic impact of basketball is not limited to national boundaries anymore. Theinternational nature of 
the sport is pushing the sport to evolve into a global business. Correct strategies, good governance, feasible 
methods of operations are becoming more and more important for the successful growth of basketball just 
as in any other competitive business. The core setup of basketball is almost entirely based on on-the-court 
competition results, so investment plans are based on achieving short term good results, and similarly, 
longer term targets involve future expectations towards on-the-court success. 

As Carl Sagan once defined basketball “ the synthesis in sport of intelligence, precision, courage, audacity, 
anticipation, teamwork, elegance, and grace”, it is a very fast paced game where so much can happen in a 
very limited amount of time. The ‘unexpected’ can easily become the ‘normal’ so a specific concept steps into 
the spotlight: the correct, fair, and justly management of basketball games. 

A fast paced game like basketball requires a high number of fine officiating decisions which have to be made 
quickly while under a lot of pressure, and this is how the referees become the important figures they are 
today. Sometimes the entire outcome of the whole season depends on one single decision – a whistle that was 
chosen to be blown or not to be blown. Sustainable officiating standards become crucial in keeping deviations 
at the lowest possible levels which is the basic requirement of institutionalised transparent competition. 
Many national federations and leagues have organisations working on this, because they all realise that the 
overall development of the game needs to be fueled by the fairest possible game management on the court. 
Of course, human errors in officiating are inevitable and all basketball organisations are putting a  lot of 
work into reducing officiating errors, but there is always a lot that can be done. 
This where this report comes in.

iNtRoductioN



aBout the RePoRt
Associated with our comprehensive Project “Creating  A More Effective 
Referee Education and Training  System” this report aims at evaluating the 
current situation of referee education (more specifically Licensing Systems 
and Training Methodologies for Basketball Referees and Instructors of 
Basketball Referees) in the 4 partner national basketball federations – 
France, Germany, Italy and Turkey.Our task was to create a summary of 
the related situation in the 4 countries which would be based on 4 previous 
(parallel) national researches which will later become the basis for further 
concepts and guidelines to be developed in our project. 

The German Basketball Federation (DBB) prepared a template for a desk 
analysis in all partner countries to collect information about the respective 
current education and training systems for basketball referees and 
instructors. The basketball federations in the partner countries analysed 
their current education and training systems for referees, instructors 
and coaches according to this template. They analysed strong points and 
possible weaker points, including typical procedures of their national 
staff recruiting and licensing system. Statistical information was added to 
provide a firm foundation. 

The completed national reports were later brought together by DBB in this 
joint report which not only reflects the situation in each partner country, 
but also aims at drawing common conclusions.

The outcome of this report brought us an interesting conclusion: The 
4 partner countries, each of which are among the top powerhouses in 
European Basketball, have a lot in common with regard to their operations 
of Licensing Systems and Training Methodologies for Basketball Referees 
and Instructors of Basketball Referees. Shortcomings are similar as well 
as outstanding problems. Accumulated experience is also pretty much 
comparable among the 4 countries. And last but certainly not least, 
available qualifications for referee instructors, their operation systems 
and present selection criteria of referee instructors is quite vague and un-
institutionalised in all of the four partner countries. So the conclusion of 
this initial report brought about a very promising situation and further 
strengthened our already strong confidence towards coming up with 
a sustainable joint framework for “Creating  A More Effective Referee 
Education and Training  System”as the final output of our Project. We 
are proud of sharing the content of this initial output of our Project with 
everyone interested.



The “Creating  A More Effective Referee Education and Training  
System” for basketball referees brings together four of the 
most prominent powerhouses in European Basketball, in a 
Project funded by the National Agency in Ankara, Turkey of the 
European Union. www.ua.gov.tr

We are working towards a value providing standard framework 
for Referee Instructors in Basketball which will include 
sustainable criteria regarding the recruitment of instructors 
and also a complete vocational education program.

The specific work stages of the Project include an initial general 
assesment of Project related situations in the four countries, 
the establishment of required competences for referee 
instructors, the creation of a balanced curricullum for referee 
instructors, test implementations in national referee clinics 
and evaluation of the outcomes, and finally, the preparation of 
a sustainable referee education system for European National 
Federations. The duration of the Project has been defined as 24 
months between the dates of 01/09/2014 and 31/08/2016.The 
final beneficiaries of the Project are expected to be national 
basketball federations, leagues, clubs and all other related 
stakeholders – players, sponsors, media, etc. – of the sport 
of basketball. The Management team of the Project consists 
of distinguished Management people from the respectivefour 
participating national basketball federations:
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•	 Creating	a	knowledge	base	on	the	existing	systems	of	referees’	basic	
educa-tion	and	advanced	training	system	as	well	as	the	recruiting	and	education	of	
instructors and referee coaches;
•	 Comparison	of	the	current	education	and	training	systems	for	basketball	
ref-erees in France, Germany, Italy and Turkey;
•	 Realisation	of	a	report	focused	on	the	main	curricular	contents	of	the	
cur-rent	education,	licensing	and	training	systems	for	basketball	referees	as	well	as	
the recruiting and education systems for basketball referee instructors and coaches, 
which	will	 be	 the	 basis	 for	 further	 concepts	 and	guidelines	 to	 be	 developed	 in	 the	
project.

The German Basketball Federation (Deutscher Basketball Bund) has prepared 
a template for a desk analysis in all partner countries to collect information about 
the respective current education and training systems for basketball referees and 
instructors. 
The	basketball	federations	in	the	partner	countries	will	make	an	analysis	of	their	current	
education and training systems for referees, instructors and coaches according to the 
questionnaire.	They	will	describe	typical	ways	of	recruiting	that	staff	and	their	licensing	
system.	Finally	they	will	provide	statistic	information	on	the	issue.
Topics of the survey:
•	 Licensing	system	for	referees,	instructors	and	coaches;	
•	 Ways	of	recruiting	referees,	instructors	and	coaches;
•	 Education	and	training	methodologies	for	referees,	instructors	and	coaches;
•	 Statistics.

Specific Aims of the Research

Description of the Activities

[

[ [
[
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foR RefeRees
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Definition:
 � a RefeRee is a person who is authorised to officiate basketball games.

1. Is a player license prerequisite for a referee license?

France:
For youth competitions, the referee must be older than the players in the game (except 
officiating with an adult);
for local competitions: 14 years old minimum;
for national competition: 16 years old minimum

2. Is it mandatory for a licensed referee to be a member of a bas-ketball club?

3. Is there a minimum age to become a licensed referee?

4. Is there a maximum age to become a licensed referee?

liceNsiNg system foR RefeRees

Yes

No

FRA

GER,ITA,
TUR

Yes

No

ITA

TUR

FRA

GER

italy, tuRkey
FRanCe, GeRmany

italy

GeRmany, tuRkey

FRanCe
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5. Is there a preliminary or junior license for beginners?

6. If YES: Is the preliminary license valid for a certain period?

7. Is the preliminary license limited for certain leagues and/or age groups?

8. How many degrees of a full referee license are there in your sys-tem?

2 years: France, Germany
3 years: italy

3 degrees: Italy, Turkey
5 degrees: France, Germany

Please specify:
Italy: 
Preliminary license referees can officiate local competition level and/or youth level.
France:
The “Club referee” level is not mandatory to become a licensed referee. This is a recognition 
of having completed a basic referee education following a national program. Each local 
league chooses the local competition levels or youth competition levels they nominate 
licensed referees for. All competition without official nomination can be officiated by 
either “club referees” or any other club member.
Germany:
Beginners shall be assigned only in lowest level competitions and only together with a 
fully licensed partner.

TUR

FRA,GER,
ITA

Yes

No
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9. Is there any mandatory minimum waiting period at each level be-fore a referee can 
rise to the next level?

10. Do the degrees depend on exams or practical qualification, i.e. a league roster?

Yes

No

FR
A
TU

GER

ITA

FRA

TUR

France:
We have 4 main levels (2 with exam, 2 without), but each level covers 3 divisions in which 
the access is linked by a league/local, regional or national committee roster. The local and 
national exams are theoretical, oral, video, on the court demonstra-tion, practical. The top 
level access is practical competitive exam on a tournament.
Turkey:
A referee has a minimum of two years as B-division referee before proceeding to Adivision. 
Exams and tests are run by the Federation Education Department.

France:
It depends on the level, for some exam, others ranking :
- degree 0 (club referee education) : national program to complete
- access to degree 1 (departemental referee) : National Exam ¹)
- access to degree 2 (regional referee) : Ranking (in most regions)
- access to degree 3 (national referee group 2) : competitive exam ²)
- access to degree 4 (national referee group 1): Ranking ³)
- access to degree 5 (professional competition group 3 – 1st national league men -  
 women) : Ranking + best referees after four “3 seasons in a raw” po-tential clinics
- access to degree 6 (professional competition group 2- Pro B): Ranking
- access to degree 7 (professional competition group 1- pro A): Rankingt

FRanCe:
Theoretical exam, practical exam, league roster
GeRmany:
theoretical exam, practical exam
italy:
Theoretical exam, league roster
tuRkey:
Theoretical exam, league roster

(A roster is a list of persons qualified for a certain league.)
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11. Can referees lose a degree because of bad performance?

12. Is there a maximum age for active referees?
no:  France, Germany
60 years: Italy, Turkey

Summary 
Licensing System for Referees
The licensing systems in the 4 partner federations are relatively similar. 
the minimum age varies from no limit to 16. This leaves the question at 
which age young people are able to bear the responsibility of officiating. 
a preliminary license for beginners has proven as helpful since 3 of 4 
federations are using it.
Some federations have mandatory waiting periods before rising to a 
higher license degree. Without neglecting the importance of experience, 
would it not be more sensible to look at the individual development of 
each and every young referee and promote him accordingly? 

¹) Degree 1 (departmental): The licensing exam is the same in all the coutry (e-learning                             
            courses and test, written rule test, oral rule test, technical and officia-ting    
           demonstration test, practical test)
²) Competitive exam: The refs getting the best results at the exam in each region  
            access to national champinship.
³) Access to top division is based on 
 · Best  ref of each 6 national area, roster list issued from classification  
 · Best refs issued from potential refs clinic

GER

FRA, ITA,
TUR

Yes

No



sectioN ii
RecRuitiNg system 
foR RefeRees
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1. How are young people usually recruited to become basketball referees in your country? 

2. Does your federation actively promote officiating? By which media?

RecRuitiNg system foR RefeRees

France, Germany, italy

Italy, Turkey

all
France, Italy, Turkey

We visit clubs/teams, e.g. in training sessions.  Italy
We distribute printed material, e.g. posters or 
leaflets.        Italy
We advertise officiating in print media (news-
papers, magazines).      NONE
We advertise officiating at top level basketball 
events, e.g. video clips or interviews.    NONE
We have produced TV clips, which are shown at 
basketball broadcasts on TV.     Turkey
We promote officiating on our website.   France, Germany, Italy, Turkey
We promote officiating via social media, e.g.    
Facebook or Twitter.      Turkey
France:
a. Refereeing promotion on website is poor. 
b. We send information to clubs about referee education
c. We promote referee camps on website
d. The clubs receive information about how to educate referees  and how 
to send them to clinics
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3. Are there any regulations by which for clubs/teams are bound to provide a certain 
number of referees for league games?

Yes

No

FR
A
TU

ITA

TUR

FRA

GER

4. If YES, please explain that regulation:
France:
Old system until this season: Each team playing in a division where referees are appointed 
must provide 1 licensed referee (even if not available!) or 2 referee en-gaged in a licensing 
process.
New system- starting next season: Each team playing in a division where referees are 
appointed must get 40 points. A licensed referee officiating 25 games a year or more 
brings 25 points maximum – 1 point per game, 5 points more if he’s a young referee 
tutor,  5  points more if he helps different referees during the season, 5 points more if 
he’s an active licensed instructor, 10 points if an officiating school exists in the club with 
obligations to satisfy, 5 point for each referee engaged in re-feree school  and officiating 
minimum 10 games in youth competition without ref appointment. A referee can bring a 
maximum of 55 points.

Germany:
Our 16 regional organizations in the federal states have partly completely different 
regulations.  
Most regulations have in common that each club has to provide at least 1 or 2 refe-
rees per team. Some organizations have special regulations for youth teams or teams 
playing on a higher level. The result of this regulation is a sufficient number of referees. It 
might, however, not be sufficient for the games as some referees do not accept enough 
nominations.
Another example is that the referees of a club have to officiate a certain number of games 
depending on the number of teams or games of that club. The result of this regulation is 
that a smaller number of referees officiates lots of games, which then causes bottlenecks 
on days with lots of games.

5. Is there a monetary penalty if the obligation is not fulfilled?
yeS: France, Germany

6. If YES, please describe that penalty
France:
100 € minimum plus 1 € x points missing x 1 to 3.5 (depending on the division of the top 
team of the club
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Summary  
Recruiting System for Referees
this section shows two facts:

·  All federations do not make sufficient use of the advertising 
possibilities provid-ed by the internet and new media. 

· there is a partly dramatic shortage of referees. France and 
Germany put pres-sure on their clubs and penalise them for not 
providing enough referees. In France, games on the lowest level 
can even be refereed by any club member, i.e., without license.
There is a high potential of attracting young people through 
clever advertising in the internet and new media. New ways of 
recruiting, i.e., open access for interest-ed people and try outs 
should be considered by the federations.



sectioN iii
Basic RefeRee 
educatioN aNd 
tRaiNiNg 
(foR BegiNNeRs)
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1. How is the education and training system for referees organized in your country?

2. Does your federation offer an online education program for be-ginners?
E-learning program for rules and interpretations 
education:        France, Italy
E-learning program for mechanics education:  Italy
E-learning program for preparing the exam 
(questions):        France
Smartphone App for preparing the exam (questions): NONE
France:
We have smartphone apps only to popularize the rule knowledge and maintain referees’ 
rule knowledge.
Germany:
We have a comprehensive e-learning portal being developed, including a program for 
beginners and various tests for all stages. The portal shall be available by the end of 1915.

3. How many hours (60 minutes) of education and training must a candidate attend 
before becoming a fully licensed referee?

Basic RefeRee educatioN aNd 
tRaiNiNg (foR BegiNNeRs)
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4. How are these hours distributed in the curriculum?

5. Which are the parts of the basic exam (1. level degree)?

France:
Oral test: Explain one basic rule with kee words, philosophy, sanction
The candidate must complete an e-learning course and pass an exam.

Theoretical Education (classroom):

Practical Training:

Practical Education (gym):

France, Germany
France
France
ALL
France, Italy
Turkey
Germany, Italy, Turkey
France
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6. Are new referees accompanied and/or protected in their early career? 

Mentoring System:
Each and every new referee has a mentor. A mentor might be a former referee or an 
experienced active referee. The mentor takes care of a single referee or a small group of 
referees and guides the referee/s over a certain period (several months up to 2 years). 
The mentor is the referee’s contact for questions and support as well as any aspects 
concerning the referee’s long-term development. His/her job is not game-specific, i.e. he/
she does not need to see every game of his mentees.

Tutoring System:
New referees are assisted by tutors in their first games. A TUTOR might be a former referee 
or an experienced active referee. He/she accompanies a single referee for a certain period 
or for one game only (changing tutors in every game). The tutor either observes the referee 
and coaches him after the game, or, as active referee, provides assistance from inside the 
court (inside coaching).

Protective Regulations:
New referees are protected by a special regulation. They can only officiate with an 
experienced referee. they may wear a special shirt. they cannot be addressed by players 
and coaches.

France:
There is no national regulation. Mentoring, tutoring and coaching is promoted to-wards 
local committees.
We have just created a special shirt to identify new referees and ask protection for them, 
starting next season. We push local referee committees to respect not to nominate young 
referees in games with older players unless accompanied by an adult referee.

Germany:
There is no general regulation nationwide.
The DBB is running a pilot project for mentoring new referees. 2 regional organiza-tions 
are already running a limited mentoring system. The aim of the project is the promotion 
of the individual development of new referees by supporting and coaching them.
3 regional organizations have successfully introduced regulations to protect new referees 
in their first year.

Italy:
New referees are allowed to wear official shirts only. They may normally be addressed by 
players and coaches.

Turkey:
They may wear the same referee shirts as the other referees. They have the same rights 
as the other referees.
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7. Are there any groups of skilled persons, e.g., licensed basketball coaches, sports 
students, teachers, high-level players, who may skip the basic education completely 
or partially?

France:
High-level players and coaches may skip some level or some part of the exam.
Italy:
High-level players may skip the basic education.

Summary 
Basic Referee Education
Curricula and exams of the basic referee education are provided by the national 
federations. The education itself is organised by regional and local committees in France, 
Germany and Italy, whereas the Turkish federation organises the clinics centrally.
The federations of France and Italy already use e-learning, 
Germany has it being developed. An attractive e-learning portal 
with high didactical ambition will be an excellent support for the 
education of young candidates. E-learning would also shorten the 
theoretical education and leave more time for practical education 
and soft skills.
a common problem for new referees is their inexperience and 
lack of confidence combined with pressure from coaches, players 
and audience, especially mad going parents. Consequently, 
new referees need support in their early career. Well organised 
mentoring and tutoring help beginners overcome their initial problems on court.
Federations should consider how skilled people, especially high-level players and coaches, 
could skip basic and mid-level education by attending a special clinic. The same applies 
to sports students and sports teachers, who already have a lot of ref-ereeing knowledge 
and skills.
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sectioN iV
RefeRee educatioN 
aNd tRaiNiNg foR 
MiD-LEvEL LiCEnSE 
degRees
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1. Is there a special education for a referee who intends to acquire a mid-level license 
degree?

2. How many hours (60 minutes) of education and training must a referee attend for a 
mid-level license degree, and in which subjects?

RefeRee educatioN aNd tRaiNiNg 
fOR MiD-LEvEL LiCEnSE DEgREES

ITA

FRA, GER

GER,TUR

Theoretical Education (classroom):

Practical Training:

Practical Education (gym):

Posed game      Real games
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3. Is there an exam to be passed for a mid-level license degree?

France:
The candidate must also complete an e-learning course and pass an exam.
Germany: 
Mid-level referee education varies in the 16 federal states organisations.
- Some provide the license degree automatically and without any exam as soon as a  
 referee proceeds to the respective league.
- Some organizations run workshops on certain topics which have to be passed  
 before the license is assigned.
- Some organizations run 2-day clinics which finalise with theoretical exams.
 Some organizations stipulate a practical test to be passed in a real game.
Turkey:
Also two instructors watch their games and performance for evaluation.

Summary
Referee Education and Training for Mid-level 
License Degrees
The mid-level license degree requires a referee to attend a clinic and 
pass exams, both theoretical and practical. The curricula vary a lot 
between the federations. Education and exams in France are very 
extensive and cover every subject, whereas Turkey concentrates on 
practical training. 

France, italy
all
France
France
all
France



sectioN V
fuRtheR 
VocatioNal aNd 
RefReshmeNt 
tRaiNiNg foR 
RefeRees
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1. Is there a mandatory refreshment training for basic level referees?
Yes, in all counties.

2. Frequency of the mandatory refreshment training for basic level referees

3. Length of the mandatory refreshment training for basic level referees

4. Are there tests included in the mandatory refreshment training for basic level 
referees?

fuRtheR VocatioNal aNd RefReshmeNt 
tRaiNiNg foR RefeRees

Germany:
There is no general and nationwide regulation for basic and mid-level referees. Each 
regional organisation decides on their programs.
DBB is developing a n advanced vocational training program for mid-level referees
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fuRtheR VocatioNal aNd RefReshmeNt 
tRaiNiNg foR RefeRees

5. Is there a mandatory refreshment training for mid-level referees?
Yes, in all counties.

7. Length of the mandatory refreshment training for mid-level referees

8. Are there tests included in the mandatory refreshment training for mid-level referees?

9. Are there any mandatory online tests (e-learning or smartphone app) for referees?
There are NO mandatory online tests in any countries.

6. Frequency of the mandatory refreshment training for mid-level referees
Every year:  Germany, Turkey
2 times a year: France
3 times a year: italy

France:
One 2-day pre-season clinic and one half-day mid-season clinic.

France:
Monthly online rule tests and video tests are available for mid-level and top-level referees. 
These are not mandatory. They are used to build the annual rule test.
Germany:
Online rule tests and video tests will be available with the new e-learning platform by the 
end of this year.

Rules test and fitness test are parts of the
mid-level refreshment training in all countries.
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12. Do these curricula include the following subjects?

13. Do referees receive a certificate for successfully attending vol-untary clinics or 
workshops?
Only the French Federation issues certificates.

14. How many voluntary clinics or workshops are offered by your federation per year?

italy
all
all
France, Italy, Turkey
Turkey
France, Germany, italy
all

10. Does your federation offer any voluntary clinics or workshops for referees?
yes, all federations.

11. Are there defined curricula for these voluntary clinics or workshops?
Yes, there are defined curricula for clinics and workshops in all countries.
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15. Does your federation have a development program for young referees?
yes, all federations.

France:
2/3 of the referees of the 5  volontary clinics must belong  to  young potential referees 
(U23) 2/3 of accessing referees must belong to potential group.
Young potential referees must officiate the national U20, U17 and U15 competitions.

Germany:
Most regional organizations have special promotion programs for young talented referees. 
The programs include intensive mentoring in order to prepare young referees for higher 
level leagues. 
The DBB runs a national promotion and evaluation program for young referees who are 
transferred from the regional programs. Young referees are promoted to their individual 
top level, which might be 3rd, 2nd or 1st league, or FIBA license.

Italy:
Every Regional Committee will select young potential referees, they will attend a 5 days 
clinic. a second step is provided by Federation at national level for the best potential. 

Turkey:
Regional candidates of referees have to attend 2 days clinic to become C division referee.

Summary 
further vocational and Refreshment Training 
for Referees
all referees have to attend refreshment trainings every year or 
more. The clinics vary concerning length, contents and tests. With 
rising license degrees length contents and tests become more 
demanding. Again, clinics and tests are more extensive in France.
Special programs for young potential referees have proven. they 
need to be enforced in order to promote potentials individually to 
their best pereformance
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Definition: 
an iNstRuctoR is a person who teaches and trains referee candidates and licensed 
referees.

1. How are referee instructors usually recruited in your federation?

2. Which groups of potential candidates are considered?

3. How are new instructors trained?

RefeRee iNstRuctoRs
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High-level basketball coaches    Italy, Turkey
Staff from the education departments 
of universities      Turkey
School teachers      Turkey
Sports psychologists     Italy, Turkey
Vocational communication trainers   Germany
Vocational sales trainers     none

5. Besides own staff of the refereeing department, which external expertise is used in 
the instructors education program?

6. Is there an exam at the end of the instructor education?
France and Italy have exams for referee instructors.

France:
The instructors are supposed to be experienced refrerees and the exam is mainly organised 
to evaluate the knowledge of the national program and the ability of the instructor to 
teach with a good methodology:  organising a  lesson with workshop and training on the 
court, good criteia well explained, correction of referees’  mistakes, way to address the 
candidates, ability to motivate

Basketball
Rules and interpretations     Germany, Italy, Turkey
Officiating Mechanics (2 and 3 persons)  Germany, Italy, Turkey
Basketball know-how (e.g. game tactics)  Italy

Pedagogics
Methodologies of adult education   France
Methodologies of youth education   France, Italy
Practical education      France, Germany, Italy
Presentation using Powerpoint    Italy, Turkey

Psychology
Psychology basics      Italy
Communication      Germany, Italy
Conflict management     Germany, Italy
Team Building      Italy

4. Which of the following subjects are parts of the instructor education?
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7. Is there a licensing system for instructors? 
France and Italy have a licensing system for referee instructors.

France:
2-days clinic, then experiment for some months, then evaluation of a lesson on the court.
Five national instructors organise some clinics to license regional instructors in each 
region. The work is based on how to teach officiating. Evaluation is made on a lesson given 
on the court.
They must revalidate their title of instructor assisting a session each second year.
They must prove to be active each season to be revalidated.

8. Are there permanent advanced educational trainings for instructors?
There is no permanent advance educational training for instructors.

France:
Usually there is a revalidation clinic every second year. We also send them some educational 
information every year, such as FIBA Teaching Materials or commented French video clips.

Germany:
There are voluntary clinics for instructors every year.

Summary 
Referee instructors
It seems that most instructors are recruited accidentally. They 
are or were top-level referees and well known to the people in 
charge (refereeing committee). 
The vocational training for referee instructors varies a lot in the 
partner federations. The curricula are still very basketball related. 
the trainers are mostly from inside the federation. external 
professionals are rarely used on a regular and systematic basis. 
Pedagogical and psychological subjects are not systematically 
integrated parts of the instructors’ education.
Only France and Italy have a licensing system for instructors and 
evaluate their work.
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RefeRee oBseRVeRs
Definition: 
an oBseRVeR is a qualified person who watches a referee officiating a game and files a 
report of the referee’s performance.

1. What is the observers’ job?

All federations agree that the observer’s job is to
- watch a referee’s performance,
- instruct the referee how to improve his performance,
- send a report on the performance to the refereeing department.
Observers in France and Italy watch the referee anonymously, whereas those in Turkey 
are known to the referee. Germany uses both ways.

2. How are referee observers usually recruited in your federation?

3. Which groups of potential candidates are considered?
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5. Besides basketball refereeing expertise, are new observers trained in communication?
New observers are trained in communication only in Italy.

6. Is there a licensing system for observers?
There is a licensing system for observers only in Italy.

Summary
Referee Observers
All partner federations need observers to get information about the 
performance of the referees. Former high-level referees are considered to be 
qualified to work as observers. A special education is not mandatory.

4. How are new observers trained?
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1. Does your federation run a coaching program for referees as de-scribed above?
There are coaching programs in France, Germany and Turkey.

2. Do coaches have to send a report on the referees’ performance to the refereeing 
department?
Yes, they do so in France, Germany and Turkey.

RefeRee coaches

Definition: 
coachiNg is a type of personal development. It provides positive support, feed-back 
and advice to a single referee or a game crew to improve their personal effectiveness. 
Coaching is designed to help facilitate professional and personal development to the 
point of individual growth, improved performance and contentment. Most important, the 
coach attempts to stimulate the client’s self-discovery by posing powerful questions and 
assigning homework that may take the form of “field experiments” which are actions to try 
in real games that may result in experiential learning and development of new approaches 
to situations. Coaches need to have a strong understanding of individual differences and 
roles in a game as well as the ability to adapt their coaching style or strategies. Coaches 
work their clients to-wards specific professional goals, which may include interpersonal 
and professional communication, performance management, developing presence on 
court, dealing effectively with conflict, and building an effective officiating crew.

a REfEREE-COACH is a former high-level referee or otherwise qualified person (e.g., 
basketball coach, psychologist, communication trainer), who is specially trained for 
coaching people (see above). His job is to watch a crew officiating a game and leads the 
debriefing after the game according to professional coaching standards. He helps the 
referee to improve through self-reflection by asking ques-tions and offering solutions. In 
that respect “coaching” is fundamentally different from “observing”.
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5. How are new referee coaches trained?

Learning by doing      France, Turkey
Assisting experienced referee coaches   Turkey
Attending a referee coaches clinic   Germany
Vocational coaches education program 
(own staff and vocational people from outside) Turkey

France:
We need to develop coaches’ initial and continuous education.

4. Which groups of potential candidates are considered?

3. How are referee coaches usually recruited in your federation?
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8. Is there an exam at the end of the referee coach education?
no

9. Is there a licensing system for referee coaches?
no

10. Are there permanent advanced educational trainings for referee coaches?
no

6. Which of the following subjects are parts of the referee coaches education?

7. Besides own staff of the refereeing department, which external expertise is used in 
the instructors education program?

Basketball
Rules and interpretations:    Turkey
Officiating Mechanics (2 and 3 persons):  Turkey
Basketball know-how (e.g. game tactics):  Turkey

Psychology
Psychology basics:      Germany, Turkey
Communication:      Germany, Turkey
Conflict management:     Germany, Turkey
Team Building:      Germany, Turkey

High-level basketball coaches:   Turkey
Sports psychologists:    Germany, Turkey
Vocational communication trainers:  Germany, Turkey

Summary
Referee Coaches
Successful and qualified coaching (see definition above) can be provided 
only after a vocational training. Sports psychologists and communication 
trainers are the pro-fessional people who can teach “Coaching”. Only 
Germany and Turkey have coach-ing program including the education of 
coaches. 
As coaching is a key factor for the improvement of the referees’ 
performance all 
federations should develop a coaching program in cooperation with 
external professionals.
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How many registered players are in your federation?

How many teams are in your leagues?

How many teams are in your leagues?

How many referee instructors are available?

How many referee observers are available?

How many referee coaches are available?

1) We don’t know, but we have 500,000 games a year.

1

2

3

4

5

6

statistics

France
510,000

France
1)

France
11,000

France
650

France
680

France
12

Germany
138,012

Germany
11,245

Germany
8,279

Germany
200

Germany
70

Germany
70

italy
159,682

italy
3,405

italy
6,948

italy
310

italy
274

italy
0

Turkey
301,244

Turkey
4,005

Turkey
4,920

Turkey
10

Turkey
47

Turkey
5
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What is the drop-out rate of the referees who started in 2012, i.e., how many of 
them quit refereeing since then? 

How many new referees were educated and licensed in 2012, 2013 and 2014?

2) We don’t know.  We only know we  have by  30% new referee each year.

8

7

France
2)

Germany
77.4 %

italy
?

Turkey
about 30 %

France
3.000
3.000
3.000

2012:
2013:
2014:

Germany
1.621
1.486
1.416

italy
500
345
323

Turkey
1.705
2.227
1.939

Summary 
Statistics
The statistical figures show some interesting, not to say strange, ratios:
 · Licensed referees vs. registered players
France  1 : 50
Germany  1 : 17
italy   1 : 23
Turkey  1 : 60
 · Turkey licensed almost 6,000 new referees from 2012 to 
2014. The actual figure is 4,920 licensed referees. Provided the 
figures are correct this means that Turkey has an extremely high 
drop-out rate.
The figures clearly show that there is a shortage of referees in 
all partner federa-tions. In some areas that shortage jeopardizes 
that games cannot be played. 
The drop-out rates suggest that most new referees
 · do not have the character required from a referee;
 · are forced/convinced by their clubs and not ambitious at all;
 · are badly educated and not prepared for their job;
 · are frustrated by their mistakes;
 · cannot stand the pressure on court.
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Conclusion

1.internet and new Media
The partner federations should use the internet and new media for advertising. 
The image of officiating shall be presented as interesting and attractive. Access 
to the education shall be easy. E-learning via the internet is a key to success.

2. vocational Education of instructors
The vocational training for referee instructors needs more quality in all 
federations. The basketball-related topics, e.g. rules and mechanics, dominate 
the curricula. Pedagogical topics like methodologies, didactics and presentation, 
as well as psychological topics like, youth psychology, communication and 
conflict man-agement are often neglected or taught by non-professional 
people. 
There is a need for new curricula including all related subjects. These curricula 
can only be set up in cooperation with professional people from universities 
and other institutions.
Only qualified instructors can motivate young people and implant ambition 
and confidence.

3. Mentoring and Support for new Referees
New referees need a lot of support in their early career, otherwise they tend 
to be frustrated and disappointed. Mentoring, tutoring and other means of 
protection help new referees survive this period. 

4. Coaching
Coaching is a key factor for the improvement and motivation of mid- and 
top level referees as well as young potentials. However, a professional coaching 
system is prerequisite.

The report results in the following statements:
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French Basketball Federation

German Basketball Federation

Italian Basketball Federation

Turkish Basketball Federation


